
Creation Lightship Healing  
~ 3 Intensives 8 Hour Conference Calls ~  

   
Sunday May 3th, 10th, 17th  

   
No Prerequisites  ~ No Travel needed to Attend ~ All Healings  

Will Be Via U.S. Telephone ~ Can’t Attend?  Sign up as an Absentee Attendee  
   

Release of Earth Based Body Possessions: Entities/Ghosts/Spirits  
Information Flyer + paypal  http://creationlightship.com/conferencecallsp.php#enmay2009  

   
Entities can direct and control thoughts, words and actions.  
They can and do:  
Talk to people giving them thoughts  
Influence (badger) individuals for many years  
Contribute to many bad habits  
Cause bad judgments to be made  
Cause physical pain and ailments  
Have no regard for personal safety  
Haunt people to get want they want  
Cause or contribute to addictive and compulsive behavior  
such as: smoking, drug abuse, alcohol, eating disorders, etc...  
   
Please call in 5-10 minutes early.  
Unable to attend a workshop? Contact Ron to discuss the  
possibility of attending the event on an absentee basis.  

   
Don’t miss out! Time: 10am to 6:00pm PST   1-9pm EST  
To participate: we need to receive your payment via  
paypal, check, or money order before workshop date  
First timer 8 hour Intensive Session:  
            Single Person: $150  
Previous 8 hour Intensive Participate:  
            Single Person: $100 per Session  
            Spouse: $50  
            Children of a participating Parent FREE of Charge  
            Special! Attend all 3 Sunday Intensives plus the upcoming Saturday 4 Hour Session  
            Single person $200, Spouse $100, Children Free  

   
The Ultimate Healing Experience!  Call 1-877-384-3257 www.CreationLightship.com  
   
Why should you come to these Intensives?  
As the Universal Shift draws near, this Divine Intervention is vital  
for those who are dedicated to healing their body & ascending!  
Our biggest challenge is to release the negativity that is stored in the physical body.  
The Creation Lightship's Divine Light Beings are here to assist you. Through their clearing 
and healing sessions they gently remove the density/Darkness from your body.  
   
Testimonials from the 8 Hour Entity Release  
   
   

http://creationlightship.com/conferencecallsp.php#enmay2009�
http://www.creationlightship.com/�


1. THANK YOU again and again for the most peaceful day of my life.  Your eight hour intensive of removing earth 
based entities was just phenomenal! 
 

I truly felt wonderful until the end when I heard and felt how tired you were.  That was a tremendous amount of 
energy and work you had to deal with! Many Thanks and Blessings!!!  
   
2. I was very fortunate to be able to attend your incredible 8-Hour Intensive Healing Session Entity Removal. It was 
AMAZING! The Light Beings went through every area of my body and gently released the entities that they found. 
I could feel everything that they were doing, and I was able to see some of it too. Not only did the Light Beings 
release the entities, they were also doing wonderful healings on my body, and eliminating negative thought patterns 
that the entities had caused.  
 

My dog also had a wonderful healing. It was very interesting to watch her as she actually followed the Light Beings 
with her eyes and she also turned and barked at some of the entities as they were being released from her. She is 
doing very well.  
 

As a result of this remarkable session, my Spirit Energy is now integrating more fully within my body, so I feel 
much more empowered within myself in the present moment. I am very eager to continue this process of getting rid 
of what isn't me, and bringing in more of my true self! 
 

I thank you from the bottom of my heart for this Divine Grace and Intervention!  
   
3. We have 2 hrs left of this incredible 8-Hour Intensive Healing Session Entity Removal & I would like to share 
some observations. The Creation Lightship is helping us release Darkness and regain our own Spiritual Light!  I feel 
so much Light from the Light Beings.  I just can’t believe how much Dark density they are willing to search out & 
destroy so we can get our Divinity back!  
So many Divine Light Beings have show up to help us!! When I first felt the 12’ high silhouette Light beings & saw 
their graceful, ultra crystal clear resonance of energetic purity I was amazed.  
The Creation Lightship is here to help us and all the Divine Beings are willing to help. We have to show up. Getting 
rid of entities is one of the most AWSOME experiences ever. But you know what is so awesome about it?? 
FEELING YOUR REAL DIVNITY MORE!!!! AND REAGAINING MORE SPRITUAL INTEGRITY & feeling 
my Spirit take control of my body more & me seeing from a different better vantage point again. You don’t know 
what you’re missing until you get it back! (MORE SPIRIT & REAL DIVNITY!) and that makes this the MOST 
AWESOME JOURNEY EVER!!!  
   
   
4. The 8 hour Intensive - Earth Based Entities Removal is proving to be most amazing!  As the Light Beings keep 
clearing more densities disappeared from my body and I experience regaining more & more of my own spiritual 
Energy. The result is that I just keep getting stronger, healthier, and more of my own Spirit Energy back.  I am 
moving out of density and into Light!  My whole house was in the ZONE today as I experience this Intensive!  Ron, 
the amount of energy that is going through you must really be something! Thank you for this amazing healing day! 
Thank you!  
   
5. The Light Beings are working on our legs. The Light Beings are removing Entities and a whole host of other dark 
infiltrators you can’t really call entities but they are Dark. There is this dark sticky stuff that attracts entities to come 
into our bodies!  It is being taken away also.  The Light Beings are also infusing us with Divine Light Energy which 
is wonderful. This is just a small fraction of what I have experienced today! Thanks, Thanks, and Thanks again!  
   
6. When the Light Beings were working on our heads I felt  a huge release of major nerve centers on each side of my 
neck that reside & go up into brain & I also found a huge disconnect in back of head where it almost felt like a huge 
command center nest of entities was holding on to the bitter end. I had no idea this much entity stuff was going to be 
released and in such a very different manner than I would have ever imagined!  
All I can say is I am so grateful & happy that Beings of such magnitude & grace would show up to care for me. 
WOW they don’t have an ounce of density or baggage holding them down or making them feel overloaded with any 
kind of trauma at all! I felt absolutely no judgment from them, just neutrality & they are so willing to help! These 
Beings showing up to help a dense dude regain some more spiritual integrity, Wow! I am grateful.  



Ron you act like its no big deal all this stuff and talk about it in a matter of fact way such as: they take away all the 
trauma & drama instantly if you show up & ask for it.  Then I experience all this totally amazing stuff that happens. 
Thanks so much.  
   
7. My family and I attended the entity removal call as absentees. It was truly wonderful and worked just as good for 
my family as for me. This week I have felt incredibly empowered, perhaps more than ever, and for no apparent 
reason except the call!  More awareness is now showing in the eyes of my family members. I have noted that it is 
much easier for me to be myself now, what a relief!  
   
8. When we are on the lightship I realize that we ARE THIS LIGHT but somehow we became so dense we lost 
contact with this Light within ourselves. We started looking for answers outside ourselves trying to figure reality out 
with our minds.  Well the net result is a very dense body that needs major clearings so we can return to our Divine 
selves of Light! Thanks for Sunday’s Entity Release! It is proving to be very helpful.  
   
9.  I LOVE WALKING AROUND AFTER BEING CLEARED! It is so amazing, I feel straighter and taller, with 
smoother and easier movements. One of the most significant discoveries was the Sticky Stuff the Dark had put on 
our energy systems. This stuff was like a Dark attractor! Yuk! Glad to get it removed along with the Entities. 
Feeling much better, thanks much.  
   
10.  I haven’t drunk Coke probably in 25 years but during this Sundays Entity Release I burped & it smelled like 
exactly like Coke! Then it felt like an entity came out my mouth.  Another experience I had during the Entity 
Release was I started smelling exactly like cigarette smoke. I don’t smoke!!  I now have experienced how an Entity 
caring toxic energy can make the physical body feel sick. Anyway I already feel physically better having this 
habitual smoker out of my body!  When the Light Beings where releasing the entities out of us they found a dark 
sticky sustain …unfortunately for the Dark, because they just got uncloaked and the Light Beings are busy right now 
taking it out of our bodies! Feeling lighter, happier and better in many ways, thanks so very very much.  
   
11.  Like attracts like … this dark sticky stuff was like fly paper that is made to attacked flies. It attracted Darkness 
to our bodies!  It was cloaked from us until enough was cleared off that I could feel and see l the sticky stuff on my 
body.  It appears as we get less dense the dark in it’s cloaked stealth mode is being discovered and eliminated.   I am 
happy to be regaining spiritual integrity at this fast rate because it seems like a race against time … the dark side 
knows it is running out of time.  Thank you Light Beings for this Sundays Entity Release, and helping me so much.  
   
   
12.  It is wonderful having THE DARKNESS  taken away by the Creation Lightship  LIGHT BEINGS…I JUST 
FELT LIKE A KID THAT GOT HIS FAVORITE WISH FOR THE SUPER STARS COMING TO HIS HOUSE 
TO SPEND THE DAY WITH HIM..DIVINE LIGHT BEINGS & HEALING ENERGIES COMING TO ME AND 
ALL THIS BECAUSE RON AMITRON is here trying to help us realize were our real divinity is within!  I sure 
appreciate it. Someone finally telling the truth, AMBASSADOR RON AMITRON FROM THE Creation Lightship, 
THANKYOU! I LOVE BEING HEART CENTERED & I LOVE THE LIGHT BEINGS HELPING US!!  
   
13.  Ron, you really had a nice group today & you sounded so positive & upbeat, then all the Light Beings showed 
up to help us! What a huge blessing we received today! I felt so positive & upbeat also!  I sure had fun doing this! 
 You are making a huge difference in our lives. I sure appreciate what you have done for us today.  Thanks for 
making life worth living! I love clearing densities!! I sure had fun doing this!  
We don’t look exactly like we do down here up on the lightship. On the Lightship we look really good! While down 
here the densities we are still holding and have not cleared out yet make our body not look as good. The body is 
trying to deal with the negative energies. It is really wild how much densities we are in down here. It is almost like 
you say it is so dark & dense it is a lost planet. Yet the lightship somehow still manages to help us out in such 
incredible ways! This is a very dense planet to be on, but the Lightship Healings make my body & spirit get so much 
hope again! Thanks for the wonderful day and the many clearings and healings I received today.  
   
14. I feel peace from this tremendous healing day. It is like my heart is now able to keep me on a more even keel. 
What an incredible gift this is!  I loved receiving the Entity Removals. I learned a lot! Thanks  
   
15. Written by an 8 Hour Sunday Intensive Participant  
   

You ARE either 100% out of duality or you are in the DARK’S DUALITY ZONE.  
   

It is up to you to make contact with your Spirit in your Heart Center  



Go Within to Reconnect with Your True Divinity.  
IT IS TIME FOR THE DIVNITY ZONE NOW! 100% in the Light!  

   
CONTACT IS ALL IT TAKES!  

WHICH ONE ARE YOU GOING TO CONTACT TODAY?  
   
..the Light only works in the now & doesn‘t promote itself so don‘t wait for the Dark 
Cloned Light to come marching in to save you and tell you what to do…  
   

   
Your Spirit is part of the Divine Light.  

Your Spirit is the key to your Creative power.  
   
There is a war going on between the Dark and the Light. The Dark wants to control and 
direct your energy for it’s own use. The Dark has put many things in place to block/capture/ 
and infiltrate your body and Spirit.  This negative energy stops you from being able to use 
your full Creative power.  
   
Remember, you are part of the Divine Light. It was not easy for the Dark to gain control of a 
Creative Divine Being. The Dark has worked hard at accomplishing this to lure, confuse and 
capture Divine Spirits.    
The Clearings, Releases and Healings offered by the Creation Lightship help you regain 
your Divine Spirit Energy, so you can once again become empowered and prepared for 
Ascension at the time of the Universal Shift.  

 


